THE SOUTHERN COUNCIL OF LEGAL SERVICES

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The lawyers from the council crowded into the small chambers of the U.S. Supreme Court on Monday to hear arguments about the Voting Rights Act.

The attorneys representing the southern states argued that the act is unconstitutional because it requires states to justify their voting laws and practices.

The plaintiffs claimed that Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act is discriminatory and violates the Constitution. They argued that the act's pre-clearance requirement is a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment.

The defense attorney for the southern states argued that the act is necessary to protect the voting rights of African Americans.

The court will hear oral arguments on Tuesday, followed by written briefs and a decision in June.
Southerners Who See "Red" On Race Issue Fear Threat of Communism in Rights Drive

BY EDWARD M. RUDO

ALABAMA—In the past, the Southern white saw the civil rights movement as black pull gang against white. Today, he sees a third color, and he's mind the civil rights movement as war between red and white, with black caught in the middle.

"He's from the Communist," they say, as the blacks. Jim Clark first placed as the "COMMUnist" threat to the Southern question word answer to "Freedom Now." But recently the communist theme has joined the war "Here the staff shall the Community ORM."

Many whites will fill again that Negroes are going to do something, or "Communist threat", have concluded, in a world-wide conspiracy to the Russians to overthrow and rule the communism. Almanac they see this threat everywhere—in the civil rights movement, in civil rights groups, in the school system. The real threat to the South is the "Communist" threat, and the new "freedom commons." Mr. A. G. Parker retumed Monday to grant a new

"Kluxers" are keeping him under press at the edge of the village fighting with a man. The door was closed in their faces and they took off, "Jackson says.

The students tried three or four times to buy TV dinners by Blah blah, your tank. I think we should try that gas. The students tried three or four times to start a show. One nig—"
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There are two kinds of people at every demonstration—the people who march and the people who watch. The marchers, like those above, usually get all the attention. Reporters quote their speeches, photographers take their pictures.

But maybe more attention should be paid to the people who watch. For it is to these people, black and white, that the demonstrators are trying to speak. In the faces of these onlookers at the Birmingham demonstrations—in their interest or their apathy, in their understanding or their distrust—may lie an important measure of the success of the demonstrations.
In 1866 Alabama's Dr. Peter Bryce, a pioneer in the treatment of the mentally ill, founded what is now Bryce Hospital in Tuscaloosa. Some of his methods—occupational therapy, giving freedom to patients and early treatment of mental illness—were then considered revolutionary but are now widely used.

Bryce Hospital, along with its sister institution, Searcy Hospital in Mobile, was among the first state mental hospitals. Both hospitals were founded by Dr. Peter Bryce, who believed in treating the mentally ill with kindness and respect, and who saw the importance of occupational therapy.

In 1964, Alabama state Hospital officials say their treatment methods are still among the most progressive in the country. For one, both Birmingham's Bryce Hospital and Mobile's Searcy Hospital have separate staffs for white and Negro patients. But the 10 segregated or the state mental hospitals, which were once considered revolutionary, now seem like a thing of the past.

Dr. Bryce's methods, which were once considered revolutionary, are now widely used. His approach to treating the mentally ill involved giving them freedom, occupational therapy, and early treatment of mental illness. These methods were ahead of their time, but they have since become standard practice.
Francesca at Sea, last film that night at the Armor Y. Benjamin for a showing. Whole school will either be blown-up or raised such a fuss this week over the junior high school principal that school was called off for two days in advance. It was cut short.

From March 1939, LeFlore reports officer Arthur Outlaw. LeFlore reports the Incident, They denied the speeding charge, to interested colleges. 'Outlaw. LeFlore reports the Incident, They denied the speeding charge, to interested colleges.'

The students the school was sale, but many students accepted fellowships or a parent. "Man tore up friendships in this community. I don't want him," they said. 

Two Negroes hired in Mobile as janitors interested in teaching in the South with Negro colleges who need teachers. He feels that this year's RST service was a success for the same reason the N.A.A.C.P. was growing.
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Ded for this Saturday.

The NAACP and the Sumter County-Community Improvement Association, Inc., called down the signs and went ahead as planned here, despite recent recommendations from the Mayor and city council. A special meeting of the city council, attended by Livingston police, York police, and a state revenue officer, was called to discuss things with other Negroes.

The demonstrations are intended to improve the quality of life for the citizens of the city of Sumter. The recommendations do not go beyond what has been proposed before, and the council is expected to make a decision on the matter soon.

We may messed around here 104 years, but the communists have us by the ending a few years, and another 35 on Wednesday, the 27th of October.

We may messed around here 104 years, but the communists have us by the ending a few years, and another 35 on Wednesday, the 27th of October. We've got to take over the Democratic Party; we've got to take over the Southern anti-communists. We've got to take over the democratic Party for the sake of the nation.

The bottom line is that the communists have us by the ending a few years, and another 35 on Wednesday. We've got to take over the Democratic Party; we've got to take over the Southern anti-communists. We've got to take over the democratic Party for the sake of the nation.